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This book explores the nature of human
individuality through twelve chapter-mirrors, whose
main focal points are spirituality, psychology,
sociology, and love, and also the meaning of sacred
art. The issues of leadership and justice, as well as of
politics, and even crime, are also examined in depth,
along with the roles of sexuality and marriage.
Finally, man and woman are defined in the context
of both cosmology and society, with a special
emphasis on the divine nature of a human being and
what this entails morally and socially. Perry bases his
assessments on the guiding image of archetypal man,
namely of a being created in the image of God. At
the same time, he does not shy away from addressing
what the distortion of this archetype entails. He
asserts that in creating man, God lent him His own
immortal personhood, namely all that we find most
lovable in another human creature, in other words
his personality. But finally the question for each of us
comes down to remembering our divine essence
without forgetting our human nothingness.
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Praise for The Mystery of Individuality
“Few writings in recent years have done as much to further—in ways that make life feel different—my
understanding of the ultimate nature of things. Perry’s thoughts are as advanced as one will find
anywhere—this is clearly the higher mathematics of the human spirit.”
—Huston Smith, author of The World’s Religions
“In this wise and insightful book, the author defines what a human being is according to his perennial
archetype in divinis while, at the same time, situating him in the context of the spiritual wasteland of
the contemporary world, which he contrasts with what an integrally sacred tradition is meant to be. His
writing exhibits an unusual succinctness and clarity, coupled with a profound compassion.”
—William Stoddart, author of Outline of Hinduism and Outline of Sufism
“These seasoned reflections show how any authentic understanding of the human condition must be
rooted in our inviolable relationship with the Absolute. Mark Perry exposes the decrepit foundations of
humanism, and many other modern follies, and calls for an urgent return to the ever-fresh wellsprings
of Tradition.”
—Harry Oldmeadow, La Trobe University Bendigo, author of Frithjof Schuon and the Perennial
Philosophy
“This remarkable book could qualify as a genuine introduction to the perennialist and traditionalist
perspective. The breadth and depth, as well as the analytical rigor of the insights offered by the author,
go well beyond the central topic indicated by its title, and will be welcomed with gratitude by the
attentive and perceptive reader.”
—Patrick Laude, Georgetown University, co-author of Frithjof Schuon: Life and Teachings

An Excerpt from the Introduction
“To speak of man is to speak of an immortal soul, and this soul, however busy and absorbed man is
with his daily pursuits, seeks release finally in something permanent and blissful that no earthly
achievements can satisfy to a lasting degree. Turned away from its true end, our immortal soul gets
trapped in futilities, all the more seductive if pleasurable, and as a result the soul risks finally becoming
identified with the accidental and ephemeral instead of the essential and eternal. Or, it can be drawn to
love creatures and objects outside of God, that is to say to idolize man in some degree, be it
unintentionally, when the ideal is ‘to see all things in God and God in all things’, to borrow a
formulation from Schuon.” (p. 2)
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